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When Chu Fei heard this, her face was immediately happy, and she blurted
out: “Really?”
With a kind smile on Tian Jue’s face, he gently stroked Chu Fei’s hair, and
said softly, “Of course it is true. Could you be a father who will deceive
you?”
Although Tian Jue said so, she couldn’t find any deceit on her face, but Chu
Fei always felt something was wrong instinctively. Is her father really that
easy to talk?
This seems to be a little different from the father in the memory.
However, anyway, after Chu Fei heard this sentence, she was still very
happy. If what her father said was true, then it would indeed be the best
result for her!
Only Nangong Wushang frowned slightly, and some doubts appeared on his
face. In her opinion, the eldest sister had been away for so long, and she did
not know her father so well. Logically speaking, my father should be so
good at talking.
The most important thing is that Lin Ziming killed Gong Chunqiu and
Xiaoyao King. These two people are super geniuses of the Sect of Heaven
and are also the heart of his father. Can his father really let Lin Ziming go?
He felt unrealistic.
However, she couldn’t say anything to seize this situation.
She thought, after her father left, she would remind her elder sister again.
Chu Fei said here: “Then, can I go back and contact him?”
Tian Jue said: “There is a phone in the sect. You should remember his phone
number. Just call him. What do you think?”
Chu Fei frowned even more. After all, she was not stupid. Hearing what her
father said, she wanted Lin Ziming to come here to pick her up!
But here is the Killing of Heaven Sect, his father’s territory. If Lin Ziming
comes, if his father really has ideas about Lin Ziming, would Lin Ziming
just fall into the tiger’s lair?
For a while, she also fell into hesitation.
Tian Jue showed some dissatisfaction on his face and said, “Flawless, do
you think I am planning to make you fool Lin Ziming?”
Chu Fei shook her head quickly, and said, “No, father, I definitely don’t
mean it, but…”
“Just what?” Tian Jue seemed to be a little unhappy, waved his hand, and
said with a sigh: “Also, since you don’t believe in being a father, then forget
about this matter, let you continue to stay here.”
When Chu Fei heard these words, she immediately became a little nervous,
and shook her head quickly and said, “No, father, you have misunderstood. I
just…ok, I’ll call him.”
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“Well, that’s good.” Tian Jue patted Chu Fei on the shoulder, with a relieved
look on her face, and said: “In the past, I was really disgusted that you
married a man in the world, because my father thought, In the world, there
are mediocre talents, and there is no one who can match my Tian Jue
daughter. Now it seems that I am too prejudiced for my father. This Lin
Ziming is an absolute genius, and being my son-in-law is indeed right.”
After saying this, he continued to comfort Chu Fei for a while.
When he turned around and left here, instantly, the smile on his face
disappeared, and all the kindness and gentleness turned into coldness and
murder.
I have to say that his acting skills are still very good, so Chu Fei can’t tell at
all, and stupidly thinks that Tian Jue really recognized Lin Ziming.
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